The effects of prior chronic stress on cardiovascular responses to acute restraint and formalin injection.
Exposure to acute stressors activates both the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) and cardiovascular systems. Prior chronic stress enhances HPA responses to novel, acute stressors, but whether it alters cardiovascular responsivity to novel, acute stress is unknown. In the present study, we examined mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) and heart rate (HR) to two distinct stimuli, restraint and formalin, following prior exposure to 7 days of intermittent cold. In two sets of control and chronically stressed animals, we measured MAP and HR for 60 min following onset of 30 min restraint and MAP, HR and behavioral responses to intraplantar injection of formalin. Chronic stress raised MAP and HR under resting conditions and elevated HR during, but not following termination of, restraint. These increases in HR during restraint were due to the differences in resting levels of HR, since both control and chronically stressed animals exhibited similar increases from resting levels in HR during restraint. Conversely, chronically stressed animals exhibited lower changes in MAP and HR from resting levels following termination of restraint. Formalin produced the characteristic biphasic pattern of cardiovascular and behavioral responses. Prior chronic stress did not alter behavior, but increased MAP and HR in Interphase and only MAP in Phase 2. The increases in MAP during Interphase and Phase 2 were a result of the elevations in resting levels of MAP, but even when differences in resting levels were taken into account, HR remained elevated in the Interphase in chronically stressed animals. Together, these data demonstrate that prior chronic intermittent cold stress modifies cardiovascular function both under resting conditions and, in very specific ways, under stimulated conditions produced by restraint and formalin. We propose that these modifications are produced by brain regions that are known to regulate cardiovascular function and which are activated by chronic stress.